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AB-09 TYPICAL TERRACED WALL

Finished grade

Embedment depth

6 in (150 mm)
(min)

Allan Block unit

Infill soil

The entire area below the upper terrace or structure 
must be compacted to a minimum of 95% standard 
proctor to minimize potential settlement and must
meet all requirements of the engineer of record

In a terraced structure, geogrid lengths for each individual 
terrace are typically 60% (min) of the combined overall 
grade change required by the terraced structure. A global 
analysis will dictate overall geogrid lengths

Have the top layer of grid extend under 
the base of the upper terrace

Terrace heights should 
be adjusted to even course
numbers to facilitate 2-course 
maximum spacing

4 in (100 mm) heel drain pipe vented 
to daylight

The top of the lower terrace should be 
the same elevation as the bottom of
the next  terrace

Grade the soil between the terraces starting 
at the lower wall and sloped to bury at least 
one full block of the upper terrace

Walls are assumed to be offset perpendicular to each
other during design. The offset distance is provided as 
a reference distance based on the possibility of needed 
site adjustments during construction

4 in (100  mm) toe drain pipe vented to daylight

Infill soil

Filter fabric to be placed between 
topsoil and wall rock

Well-graded granular wall
rock 0.25 to 1.5 in
(5mm to 38mm)
less than 10% fines

12 in (300 mm)

During wall layout, when the top of the wall location is essential to the function of the buildable land created by the 
terraced wall structure, adjustments can be made to the spacing(s) between walls where allowed by the engineer of record. 
Spacing between walls as noted are reference and the hard dimension is from the toe of the lower wall to the toe of the upper wall.

Overall height of terraced structure is the sum of the heights of the individual walls plus any adjustments between walls where 
allowed by the engineer of record

Construction Note:


